Name: _______________________

Sound I Found

REFLECT

Pick an instrument. What instrument did you pick? How did it change *pitch* (high/low sounds)?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Pick an instrument. What instrument did you pick? How did it change *dynamics* (loud/soft sounds)?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

CONNECT

Draw a line to connect the family of instruments to the way the instruments make sound.

- **String Family**: Buzz lips into a mouthpiece
- **Woodwind Family**: Hit, hammer, beat, or shake
- **Brass Family**: Pluck or bow strings
- **Percussion Family**: Blow into tube-like instruments with a reed
CREATE

Draw a picture of one way you made sound at the Schubert Club Museum

RATE

How many new instruments did you discover? _____________________

Circle the face that describes how you felt about discovering instruments and their sounds

My favorite part about the Schubert Club Museum was...

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________